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Beware of the DogRugby's Hard Man Reveals AllSimon and Schuster
A little dog called Napkin has come to stay with Dr. Noel Zone, but every POD
(Pupil of Dangerology) knows the only safe pet is a pet rock. As Napkin wreaks
havoc around the Dangerzone, Dr. Noel will have to work up the courage to keep
teaching reade
Renowned English rugby player Brian Moore recalls his mischievous
misadventures on tour, and provides hard-won tips to avoid trouble.
USA TODAY BESTSELLER How can someone so smokin’ hot be so bad in
bed? I mean, Sean Cassidy is absolute rubbish. RUBBISH. He is the epitome of
walking, talking false advertising and I want a refund! Plus he’s an arsehole. So…
what is wrong with me that I can’t stop thinking about him? THE PIXIE Lucy
Fitzpatrick doesn’t like rugby. As the little sister of Ireland’s most infamous rugby
player, Lucy can’t seem to escape the championship-sized shadow cast by her
big brother, or her mother’s frequent attempts to micromanage her future. Her
rainbow hair is as free-spirited as her quest for inner peace, yet overbearing
expectations keep bringing her down. And when she’s down, her compulsive
little problem lands her in seriously big trouble. THE PLAYER Sean Cassidy is a
cold-hearted brute… or so he’s been told. Frequently. By everyone. His blonde
locks, baby blues, and rock hard bod make ladies all over the world over drool
with desire. As the rugby world’s second most infamous player, he should be
basking in his success. But Sean has never been content settling for second
place, and his frequent confrontations with Lucy’s big brother leave him cold.
And when he’s cold, hiscompulsive little problem lands him in the lap of Lucy
Fitzpatrick. THE PLAN Sean has a problem only Lucy can solve. Lucy has a
problem only Sean can fix. The solution seems obvious: you scratch my back,
and I’ll bail you out of jail. But when their business arrangement unexpectedly
leaves Sean scorching hot and Lucy on the precipice of inner peace, can they
convince the world—and Lucy’s big brother in particular—that this is the real deal?
Either way, both the Player and the Pixie are about to teach each other some
pretty monumental lessons about family, life, but most importantly, love. The
Pixie and the Player is a full-length, romantic comedy novel, can be read as a
standalone, and is the second book in the Rugby Series.
The Peter Crouch of Rugby, How to Be a Footballer meets Brian Moore's Beware
of the Dog The truth about being a rugby player from the horsey's mouth. This
book is not just about how a psychiatrist called Humphrey helped me get back on
my horse and clippity-clop all the way to the World Cup semi-final in Japan. It's
the story of how a fat kid who had to live up to the nickname Psycho grew up to
play and party for over a decade with rugby's greatest pros and live weird and
wonderful moments both in and out of the scrum. That's why I'm letting you read
my diary on my weirdest days. You never know what you're going to get with me.
From being locked in a police cell to singing Adele on Jonathan Ross (I'll let you
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decide which is worse), being kissed by a murderer on the number 51 bus to
drug tests where clipboard-wielding men hover inches away from my naked
genitalia, melting opponents in rucks, winning tackles, and generally losing blood,
sweat and ears in the name of the great sport of rugby. This is how (not) to be a
rugby player.
A first crime novel by the award-winning author of Man and Boy introduces
widowed British police officer Max Wolfe, who investigates the grisly murders of
seemingly random men linked by a two-decade secret.
'They've kicked it away again, for God's sake!', 'You halfwit!', there's nothing
traditional about Brian Moore's style of commentary but then there's not much
that's traditional about the man. Brian Moore made his name, of course, as a
take-no-prisoners hooker at the heart of the England rugby team's pack, one of
the game's original hard men at a time when rugby was still an amateur sport.
And since his retirement he has earned a reputation as a similarly unforgiving
pundit, never afraid to tell it like it is and give an earful to anyone unlucky enough
to meet with his disapproval. In this controversial, funny and forthright collection
of thoughts and writings, Brian Moore sets the world to rights in his own
inimitable fashion. Ranging from the problems with the England rugby team today
to the 'soap opera' that is the FA, the feeble state of British tennis and the threats
posed by corruption and drug-taking,Brian shares his unique insights and not-sounique frustrations about the world of sport and beyond. The Thoughts of
Chairman Mooreis an engaging and outspoken collection of articles from one of
our most admired commentators.
Steve Davis was just a rookie from Plumstead, south London, learning how to play from an old
book his snooker-obsessed father had given him, when an encounter with Barry Hearn
changed his life forever. With his backing, Steve began touring the country in a clapped-out car
as an amateur. Challenging established professionals and winning titles, supported by his loyal
following the Romford Roar, it wasn’t long before he progressed to the world’s stage. By the
eighties, Steve had helped transform a previously shady sport into a national obsession. He
and a cast of legends such as Ray Reardon, Dennis Taylor and Alex Higgins, with other young
guns like Jimmy White, were doing silent battle in front of huge audiences. Tens of millions of
viewers would witness the nail-biting conclusions of his world championship finals; this was
snooker’s golden era. The man behind the ‘boring’ tag has always been the sport’s smartest
and sharpest man. With his cool, obsessive approach, Steve rewrote the rule book and
became untouchably the best player in the world and the best paid sportsman in the country.
Interesting lays it all bare: what it was like to win in those pressure-cooker situations; how to
cope at the top, when everyone wants you to lose; and how you deal with the moment when a
man comes along who is finally better than you. This is a memoir that closely evokes the
smoke-filled atmosphere of those arenas, the intrigue behind the scenes and the personal
psychology and sacrifice that is required to stay at the top of such an exacting sport.
From try scoring records to controversial celebrations, Chris Ashton has had an amazing year.
Announcing his star presence with an awesome 85-metre try against Australia, Chris burst
onto the scene and has lit up Twickenham. In his new book he delves into the England rugby
team's renaissance, a victorious Six Nations campaign, the build-up to the Rugby World Cup
and the tournament itself in New Zealand. From dynamic tries on the pitch to behind-thescenes life on tour, this is the story of England's Rugby World Cup journey from the player
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everyone is talking about.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Meghan, The Duchess of Sussex’s first children’s
book, The Bench, beautifully captures the special relationship between father and son, as seen
through a mother’s eyes. The book’s storytelling and illustration give us snapshots of shared
moments that evoke a deep sense of warmth, connection, and compassion. This is your bench
Where you’ll witness great joy. From here you will rest See the growth of our boy. In The
Bench, Meghan, The Duchess of Sussex, touchingly captures the evolving and expanding
relationship between father and son and reminds us of the many ways that love can take
shape and be expressed in a modern family. Evoking a deep sense of warmth, connection,
and compassion, The Bench gives readers a window into shared and enduring moments
between a diverse group of fathers and sons—moments of peace and reflection, trust and
belief, discovery and learning, and lasting comfort. Working in watercolor for the first time,
Caldecott-winning, bestselling illustrator Christian Robinson expands on his signature style to
bring joy and softness to the pages, reflecting the beauty of a father’s love through a mother’s
eyes. With a universal message, this thoughtful and heartwarming read-aloud is destined to be
treasured by families for generations to come.
WINNER OF THE 2010 WILLIAM HILL SPORTS BOOK OF THE YEAR PRIZE. Brian Moore,
or 'Pitbull' as he came to be known during nearly a decade at the heart of the England rugby
team's pack, established himself as one of the game's original hard men at a time when rugby
was still an amateur sport. Since his retirement, he has earned a reputation as an equally
uncompromising commentator, never afraid to tell it as he sees it and lash out at the money
men and professionals that have made rugby into such a different beast. Yet, for all his
bullishness on and off the pitch, there also appears a more unconventional, complicated side
to the man. A solicitor by trade, Moore's love of fine wine, career experience as a manicurist
and preference for reading Shakespeare in the dressing room before games, mark him out as
anything but the stereotypical rugby player and in Beware of the Dog Moore lays open with
astounding frankness the shocking events, both personal and professional, that have gone
towards shaping him over the years. Presenting an unparalleled insight into the mind of one of
British rugby's greatest players and characters, Beware of the Dog is a uniquely engaging and
upfront sporting memoir, and a deserved winner of the William Hill Sports Book of the Year
prize.
A young journalist expecting her first child attends the prenatal clinic in Gladstone Australia
where she lives and by a quirk of fate discovers that all women the world over have stopped
falling pregnant for no explicable reason. The story that she writes for her newspaper rocks the
world to it’s core and spirals her personal life onto an unimaginable journey of hope and
despair.
Roars from the Back of the Bus is an absorbing, amusing and at times moving collection of
tales that give a rare insight into the camaraderie that exists between players at the top of their
game, showing that relationships forged through experiences on a Lions tour last a lifetime.
From the first Tour in 1888, it showcases characters with immense personality who fought
together in wars or on rugby pitches in foreign lands, and who shared a bond developed
through touring as representatives of the home nations. Despite the changes to the game after
the advent of professionalism, the experiences of Jamie Heaslip, Brian O’Driscoll and Joe
Worsley are still similar in some ways to those of earlier intrepid tourists like Blair Mayne,
Lewis Jones, Sir Carl Aarvold or David Rollo. Containing defining memories and private
insights from across the tours and the decades, Roars from the Back of the Bus shows that the
Lions ethos remains strong at the heart of every team.
What shelter dogs need is obvious—a home. But how do we find all those homes? That
question sends bestselling writer and lifelong dog lover Amy Sutherland on a quest to find the
answers in her own volunteer work and beyond. The result is an unforgettable and inspiring trip
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through the world of homeless dogs and the people who work so hard to save them. Rescuing
Penny Jane introduces readers to dogs like Alfred, a loony, gorilla-sized Goldendoodle, intent
on jumping on absolutely everyone at the shelter; Rugby, the crippled pit bull—mix puppy who
was found abandoned on a roadside; and Brody, an overly exuberant and misunderstood
German shepherd mix. Then there are the author’s own adopted dogs: Penny Jane, the
terribly skittish stray from a Maine farm who repeatedly pushes Amy’s patience to its limits;
and Walter Joe, who acts like a rabid dog in the shelter only to become a marshmallow in his
new home. She also delves into the history of rescue dogs, like Sido, the sheltie mix who
inspired the no-kill movement; Sadie, the Civil War dog who braved Gettysburg; and Bummer
and Lazarus, San Francisco’s famous nineteenth-century stray dogs. Through conversations
with leading shelter directors, researchers, trainers, adoption counselors, and caretakers
across the country, Sutherland offers a nuanced, fully informed picture of the rescue world,
along with its challenges, champions, and triumphs. Rich, moving, and at times laugh-out-loud
funny, Rescuing Penny Jane ultimately explores what it is to be a Canis lupus familiaris and
what it is to be a Homo sapien.

Here are Scottish rugby's most legendary, celebratory and brilliant moments from the
last 50 years. 100 Great Scottish Rugby Moments is a unique celebration of the sport’s
most significant moments. Including: • Andy Irvine's kick to beat England in 1974 • The
1984 Grand Slam • David Sole, Tony Stanger and the 1990 Grand Slam • Toony, Paris
and that pass • The great Bill McLaren’s final commentary• Doddie Weir's Big Entry •
The 2019 Calcutta Cup – a match like no other . . . These epic moments feature
exclusive interviews with Gregor Townsend, Jim Telfer, Ian Robertson, Ian
McLauchlan, Andy Irvine, Alan Lawson, Iain Milne, Jim Calder, John Rutherford, Finlay
Calder, Craig Chalmers, David Sole, Tony Stanger, Scott Hastings, Gavin Hastings,
Doddie Weir, Rob Wainwright, Gary Armstrong, Kenny Logan, Bryan Redpath, Chris
Paterson, Al Kellock, Sean Maitland and many others. Enjoy a host of brilliant
anecdotes and remarkable insights into the controversies, epic matches, thrilling
contests and pivotal events on and off the field which shaped these 100 GREAT
SCOTTISH RUGBY MOMENTS. "All the key moments from the last 50 years of
Scottish rugby are captured . . . 100 Great Scottish Rugby Moments will definitely bring
back some truly great memories for you." GARY ARMSTRONG OBE
The first full-length popular biography of one of the first boxing superstars. Mendoza
transformed boxing from a mere brawl into the sweet science, and was a master
manipulator of publicity and shaping public opinion. He exploited the anti-Semitic
feelings of the day and in doing so raised the social profile of Jews in Great Britain.
Shortlisted for the 2021 Booker Prize Longlisted for the 2021 National Book Award for
Fiction A heartrending new novel from the Pulitzer Prize–winning and #1 New York
Times best-selling author of The Overstory. Named one of the Most Anticipated Books
of 2021 by Newsweek, Los Angeles Times, New York Magazine, Chicago Tribune,
BuzzFeed, BookPage, Goodreads, Literary Hub, The Millions, New Statesman, and
Times of London The astrobiologist Theo Byrne searches for life throughout the
cosmos while single-handedly raising his unusual nine-year-old, Robin, following the
death of his wife. Robin is a warm, kind boy who spends hours painting elaborate
pictures of endangered animals. He’s also about to be expelled from third grade for
smashing his friend in the face. As his son grows more troubled, Theo hopes to keep
him off psychoactive drugs. He learns of an experimental neurofeedback treatment to
bolster Robin’s emotional control, one that involves training the boy on the recorded
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patterns of his mother’s brain… With its soaring descriptions of the natural world, its
tantalizing vision of life beyond, and its account of a father and son’s ferocious love,
Bewilderment marks Richard Powers’s most intimate and moving novel. At its heart
lies the question: How can we tell our children the truth about this beautiful, imperiled
planet?
Long recognized as the premier travel writer to the South Pacific, author David Stanley
narrows and deepens his focus in Tonga-Samoa Handbook. Covering the lush, tropical
Samoas, the ancient Kingdom of Tonga, and lonely little Niue, this book provides: -Penetrating coverage of the unique histories, cultures, and mores of the region -Practical tips on flights to Tonga-Samoa and interisland travel -- Extensive
accommodations listings, from the colorful International Dateline Hotel in Nuku'alofa to
low-budget guesthouses in Apia -- Tips on where and what to eat: traditional Samoan
palusami, the gargantuan Tongan feasts of Vava'u, and the pizzerias and mountainous
ice-cream cones of Pago Pago -- 32 detailed maps
John Daniell is a rubgy mercenary. A brutal word for an often brutal game. In 1996,
when Rugby Union turned professional, John emigrated to France where he played for
a decade in top competitions. His team ricocheted between fear and ecstasy, as they
battled to save the club from relegation and their careers from the scrap heap. Now he
lifts the lid on the dark world of the journeyman player, where losing a home game is
considered a crime, coaches and club owners will do anything to win, and agents
ruthlessly manipulate players. His compelling confessions are both shocking and funny,
taking you behind the scenes, onto the field and into the very heart of the scrum.
Available for a limited time — four complete works by Nerine Dorman. RAVEN KIN Silas
is the last of a rare species of alchemical creature, and he’s quite content in his role as
his mistress’s favoured companion. Anwyn is kind, and in his eyes a goddess. What
more could a griffin ask for? Only all is not perfect in the city of Anfi, where unfortunates
are considered chattel, and the shift from noble to slave can happen overnight.
Mistresses, however kind, do not possess divine powers. And fate has other plans for
Anwyn. Silas must learn all that there is about what it means to be raven kin. Pampered
pets don’t live long when they’re left out in the cold. The might of the Janian Empire is
great, yet when Silas finds himself embarking on a desperate mission, he discovers that
there are things greater even than an empire. And empires crumble. ***** IN
SOUTHERN DARKNESS A young woman will go to great lengths to discover the truth
behind her ex-boyfriend’s supposed death, even if it means travelling into the
unknown, with little or no resources. A vampire and a mortal share a passion for music,
and a forbidden mutual fascination at the mercy of greater powers. These two novellas
by Nerine Dorman have now been revised and re-released, this time as the In Southern
Darkness duology, and reflect a dark vision for lovers of South African speculative
fiction. ***** THE GUARDIAN'S WYRD Sometimes having a fairytale prince as a best
friend can be a real pain. Jay didn't realise that sticking up for Rowan, the gangly new
kid at school, would plunge him into the dangers and politics of the magical realm of
Sunthyst. But if anyone is up for the challenge it's Jay September. With his trusty dog,
Shadow, at his side, he braves the Watcher in the dark that guards the tunnels between
the worlds, and undertakes a dangerous quest to rescue the prince. It's a race against
time – can he sneak Prince Rowan away from under King Lessian's nose and bring him
safely back home – all before the prince's sixteenth birthday? Or is Rowan's mother, the
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exiled Queen Persia, secretly trying to hold onto her power by denying her son his
birthright? Jay is ready for anything, except, perhaps, the suffocating darkness of the
tunnels. And that howling … ***** DAWN'S BRIGHT TALONS They are as night to
day–but blood will tell when facing a common enemy. A sought-after dancer in the
upmarket Moonlit Garden, Isabeau Letier, has not given her future much thought. All
that matters is the art of dance, and charming wealthy patrons into parting with a few
extra coins. She has her exotic good looks and her youth. What could possibly go
wrong? When a mysterious nobleman pays her undue attention, Isabeau’s darker,
bloodthirsty nature awakens and she kills him with her bare hands after he follows her
home. Even worse, she drinks and enjoys his blood. Her brother, Eric, returns home to
this disturbing tableau yet remains calm even as the corpse sifts to ash in the morning
sun. Isabeau has no choice but to follow her sibling’s lead. Not many people know that
Michel Roux, owner of a slightly down-at-heel theatre in the District of Paper Lanterns,
is a vampire. He prefers to keep things that way and steer clear of the petty politicking
of the city's vampiric subculture. When his estranged sire, Tomas, goes missing, and
his grandsire sets him the task of solving the mystery, Michel is unwillingly dragged into
all of the very dangerous games he thought he’d left behind him. Isabeau and Michel
become unlikely allies as they try to wriggle their way out of being the pawns in a game
where they don’t know the rules. Isabeau’s ancient heritage is a danger, not only to
herself, but to the established hierarchies at odds with one another in the city of Ysul,
and the elders are desperate to either control her — or kill her. As events unwind, it
becomes increasingly difficult to separate friend from foe, and as the two flee for their
lives they must also explore the true nature of the bond that they've forged and uncover
the ages-old secrets that have pushed them onto this path. Warring factions are about
to overturn centuries of custom, and two young people are marked to pay the price — in
blood.
SHORTLISTED FOR THE TELEGRAPH RUGBY BOOK OF THE YEAR The truth
about being a rugby player from the horsey's mouth. This book is not just about how a
psychiatrist called Humphrey helped me get back on my horse and clippity-clop all the
way to the World Cup semi-final in Japan. It's the story of how a fat kid who had to live
up to the nickname Psycho grew up to play and party for over a decade with rugby's
greatest pros and live weird and wonderful moments both in and out of the scrum.
That's why I'm letting you read my diary on my weirdest days. You never know what
you're going to get with me. From being locked in a police cell to singing Adele on
Jonathan Ross (I'll let you decide which is worse), being kissed by a murderer on the
number 51 bus to drug tests where clipboard-wielding men hover inches away from my
naked genitalia, melting opponents in rucks, winning tackles, and generally losing
blood, sweat and ears in the name of the great sport of rugby. This is how (not) to be a
rugby player.
Inspiring and irreverent by turns, Brian Levison's new anthology has drawn on rugby's
wealth of excellent writing. Frank Keating, P. G. Wodehouse, Alec Waugh, A. A.
Thomson, John Reason and Mick Imlah are among the distinguished names who have
written movingly, amusingly and entertainingly about the game they loved. Great
players such as Brian O'Driscoll, Willie John McBride, J. P. R. Williams, Chester
Williams, Colin Meads, Gavin Hastings and Brian Moore give us a fascinating insider's
view, as does World Cup Final referee Derek Bevan, who reveals what it is like to try to
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control thirty powerful and often volatile men in a highly competitive situation. But some
of the best writing and the wittiest insights come from those who played their rugby at a
much less exalted level. The origins of the game - sometimes true, sometimes fanciful are explored as are some of its rituals like the haka. There are amusing tales including
that of the four Tibetan boys sent by the Dalai Lama to learn the game at Rugby School
and an account of New Zealand scrum-half Chris Laidlaw's hostile reception at a village
fête in Wales. Along with barely believable stories about the game's hardest men,
including the French coach Jean 'le Sultan' Sébédio, who used to conduct training
sessions wearing a sombrero and wielding a long whip, and 'Red' Conway who had his
finger amputated rather than miss a game for South Africa. One section 'Double Vision'
looks at the same incident from opposing viewpoints, such as when the then relatively
inexperienced Irish immortal Willie John McBride took a swing at the mighty All Black
Colin Meads in a line-out. Another, 'Giving it Everything', shows how exceptional
courage was not restricted to the rugby field but extended to the battle grounds of the
First World War. From the compiler of highly acclaimed All in a Day's Cricket, this
selection covers the game from virtually every angle and is sure to delight any rugby
fan.
"The best-ever account of life on the PGA tour" (Golf Magazine): John Feinstein's
bestselling classic is a must-read for anyone who loves the game of golf. Traveling with
the golfers on the PGA Tour, Feinstein gets inside the heads of the game's greatest
players as well as its struggling wannabes. Meet superstars like Nick Price, who nailed
a fifty-foot putt at the seventeenth to win the British Open, and Paul Azinger, who
marked his return from a bout with cancer with an emotional appearance at the Buick
Open. Go behind the scenes for Davis Love III's unforgettable come-from-behind
victory in the Ryder Cup. In golf, Feinstein eloquently relates, the line that separates
triumph from disappointment is incredibly fine. "One week you've discovered the secret
to the game; the next week you never want to play it again."
Money. Money. Money. Tons of it. In us dollars. And it’s all being funnelled into a
government tender snagged by family-owned Amalfi Civils. Which would be great for
business if ceo Angela wasn’t fighting with her cfo brother Rej. Where Angela sees
corruption, Rej sees cabinet ministers, politicians, officials eager to lend a hand. For a
fee. It’s a big pot so he’s happy to oblige. And if needs be he’ll take out his sister to
keep the lucre. There are other players in this game. The cia for one. The State
Security Agency for another. And a black op using lawyer and spy Vicki Kahn as a
honeytrap to ensnare Rej’s middleman – the very same middleman that her lover, pi
Fish Pescado, is investigating. With these stakes, it’s only time before the killing starts.
The bestselling autobiography of the greatest rugby player of our time: Brian O'Driscoll.
Since 1999, when he made his international debut, there has been no greater player in
world rugby than Brian O'Driscoll. In 2010 Rugby World magazine named him its world
player of the decade - and since then the legend has only grown. Now, at the end of his
amazing career - which culminated in fairy-tale fashion with Ireland's victory in the 2014
Six Nations championship - he tells his own story. Honest, gritty and thoughtful, Brian
O'Driscoll's Autobiography is not just an essential sports book. It is an essential book
about family, friends, hard work, courage and imagination. 'Honest, charming and
revealing - a thoroughly good read' Rugby World 'A thoroughly enjoyable read ... After
reading The Test I warmed even more to O'Driscoll as a player and a man. He stood for
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a new ethos in Irish sport that refused to accept mediocrity or glorious failure' Fergal
Keane, Irish Times 'O'Driscoll's honesty ... takes the reader to a place they simply have
not been before' Vincent Hogan, Irish Independent 'A must-read insight into the life and
mind of Ireland's greatest rugby player' Irish Mail on Sunday 'There are fascinating
insights into the lengths he was willing to go to perform at the highest level' Sunday
Business Post
Brad Johnson grew up in Melbourne's western suburbs, never dreaming he'd one day
become captain of the Western Bulldogs and the club's games record holder. He's the
Doggies' pin-up boy – a true working-class man - known as the 'smiling assassin'. But
beware of the dog. Behind that broad smile lies a steely determination to succeed.
Johnno's durability and consistency over a sixteen-year career have made him a widely
respected player and a great leader, on and off the field. He has witnessed the club's
transformation from a culture of losing to one of winning, within reach of its second
premiership. Johnno has great stories to tell about his teammates - the early days were
shared with Dougie Hawkins and Libba - and he played with many 300-plus game
legends (Chris Grant, Scott West and Rohan Smith). He was part of the club when Ted
Whitten lost his battle with cancer. Brad has a candid view on coaching, having played
under three different coaches (Terry Wallace, Peter Rhode, Rodney 'Rocket' Eade).
He's seen his beloved club almost go under, and he's captained it through its
resurrection. This is the story of the Western Bulldogs' last two decades, as seen
through the eyes of its favourite son.
Cases of sport-related child sexual abuse have received increasing news coverage in
recent years. This book documents and evaluates this important issue through a critical
investigation of the research and theory on sexual violence and child sex offending that
has emerged over the past thirty years. Based on life-history interviews with male and
female ‘survivors’ of child sexual abuse in sport, this text offers a deeper appreciation
for the experiences of those who are sexually victimized within sports and school-sport
settings. Drawing on a wide range of sources, it also provides a new theoretical
framework through which child sexual abuse in sport may be explored. Offering a
critique spanning psychology, sociology and criminology, this book challenges existing
theories of sex offending while advocating an alternative epistemology to help better
understand and address this social problem. Presenting an original sociological
approach to this field of study, Sexual Abuse in Youth Sport is important reading for any
researcher, policy-maker or practitioner working in youth sport, physical education,
sports coaching, sport policy, child protection or social work.
If you're new to the sport or you feel you could sharpen up your knowledge of the
game, this guide is for you. Inside you'll find easy-to-understand advice on the basic
rules and pitch positions, plus in-depth lessons on ball skills, fitness training, and
techniques to outwit your opponents - all illustrated with entertaining stories from British
and International rugby's back pages. In addition, you get a grounding in the local,
national and international reaches of Rugby Union Rugby Union For Dummies 3rd
Edition: Features an in-depth and up-to-date look at the Laws that form the beautiful
game Covers all you will need to know about talking tactics and is perfect for anyone
looking at swatting up on rugby for the World Cup and beyond Advises on all you will
need to know to get stuck in and play Contains a new chapter on sevens as the sport
will be a demonstration sport at London 2012 and a full sport at Rio 2016
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Put your general knowledge to the test, and impress your family and friends with your
astonishing brainpower and trivia genius. An addictive quiz ebook for all the family
featuring 10,000 questions, The Big Trivia Quiz Book has something for everyone. With
10 different general knowledge categories - from Science & Technology, Art &
Literature, and Natural History, to Food & Drink, Film & TV, and Sport & Leisure - and
three increasing levels of difficulty, it offers a fresh and up-to-the-minute quizzing
experience that will educate and entertain all the family. Bursting with fascinating facts
to boost your trivia knowledge, whatever your specialist subject or your nemesis topic,
The Big Trivia Quiz Book is perfect for home entertainment and virtual pub quizzes.
You won't be able to put it down!
Furnishes over five thousand quotations, including classic one-liners, quips, and putdowns from such personalities as Groucho Marx, Oscar Wilde, William Shakespeare,
Tom Stoppard, Jane Austen, and Dorothy Parker.
All the fun of Portico's bestselling Strangest series, now in quiz form! Test your rugby
knowledge with this handy quiz book, packed with fun and challenging quiz questions
based around the weirdest events from more than a century of rugby history.
Lions legend Bobby Windsor has enjoyed triumphs beyond the dreams of most
international players but has also suffered personal tragedy. His rugby career as the
best hooker in the British Isles during the second golden era of Welsh rugby in the
1970s is a turbulent tale of blood and thunder on the pitch. There are riotous incidents
off the pitch, including unscheduled fights with professional boxers, revelations about
illegal payments during the so-called amateur era and what Windsor did to upset the
Establishment and become blackballed by one of the most famous clubs in the world.
Windsor's irrepressible sense of humour comes shining through on every page, except
when he gives chapter and verse on the personal crisis that drove him to plan suicide.
The Iron Duke is the no-holds-barred, warts-and-all story of a working-class Welsh folk
hero who rose from humble beginnings to become a permanent member of the greatest
Lions team in the history of rugby union.
They've Got Nothing In Common... For animal behaviorist Emma Jenkins, romance has
been at the bottom of her daily "to do" list since making it through a messy divorce. But
everything changes the day six-feet-of-gorgeous Thomas Tobin walks into her office
with a quivering Chinese Crested named Hairy, a canine that looks more like an
underfed rodent than a dog. Sure Thomas is sending her mixed signals-but that
charming smile just sent Emma's dormant sex drive through the roof... But Animal
Attraction- Thomas isn't looking for a fling. In fact, he wants nothing to do with women.
He just wants to know if Hairy witnessed his owner's murder. But something tells him
that asking Emma to help him with the case will spell nothing but trouble-trouble in the
form of serious temptation. And the Willingness To Take A Chance On Love Thomas
knows that relying on Emma's expertise-and her soft touch with a weird dog that has
somehow become his-may be a crazy way to track a killer. Especially when Emma's
down-home warmth makes him want to believe that anything is possible-even true love.
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